
Focus:       mood, harmony, music vocabulary

JanuaryJanuaryJanuaryJanuary
Focus on Music Words Pair, Share, Say

DanceDance(A)MusicMusic(C)

A1.3   moving to the beat
with a variety of locomotor movements

C3.2 Gung Hay Fat Choy
C1.5 Keep the Beat    *reading/writing music
element:   rhythm  "slurs"
elements: music vocabulary to match known concepts

Enjoy:   Give Me JoyC1.1song:  The I Don’t Wanna Blues
                       (genre: Blues)
       song:  Nobody Likes Me

element focus:  mood

DanceDance(A)MusicMusic(C)

C3.2    song:  My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean
           culture: Scotland  Robbie Burns Day

DanceDance(A)MusicMusic(C)

*in Lesson 18b   choreography

DanceDance(A)MusicMusic(C)
A3.2 identify reasons why people dance
            in daily life
A3.1 describe a variety of world dances
             "Scottish Country Dancing"

C   element focus:   harmony   --bordon
     element focus:   timbre      --bagpipes
C3.2    song:  Hockey Hockey

Supplementary Songs

Apples, Peaches, Pears ‘n Plums (Gr. 1)
Zoom Zoom Zoom  (Gr. 1)
It’s C-c-c-c C-c Cold  (Gr. 1)

Songs

Gung Hay Fat choy
Keep the Beat
The I Don’t Wanna Blues
Nobody Likes Me
My Bonnie
Hockey Hockey



DanceDance(A)MusicMusic(C)

A1.3   moving to the beat
with a variety of locomotor movements

C3.2 Gung Hay Fat Choy
C1.5 Keep the Beat    *reading/writing music
element:   rhythm  "slurs"
elements: music vocabulary to match known concepts

Pitch:  Roller Coaster Aahs
(see Lesson 3)

Warm-Up Song:  Sometimes We Like to Sing    
                                   Key D, first note D(do)
                                   a cappella count-in:  1-- 2-- 1-- 2-Some...

1.   Vocal Warm-Up in the Key of D
            

2.   Sing the song through once for fun.

Sometimes we like to sing,
Sometimes we like to sing, 
 to sing along with ev'rything,
Sometimes we like to sing.
But sometimes we do not,
Want to sing as we're taught,
 so we don't sing to anything,
'cause sometimes we do not!

Warm-Up Songs 
need to be familiar 
and  engag ing.    
The focus is on fun 
and using singing 
voices.

Vocal Warm-Up Reminders
*using the mp4 patterns     Solfa #1 to #6 in the Key of the chosen song

      
*using the glockenspiel, voice and handsigns

 If you have the Solfa Warm-Up page in front of you, then you can 
make the handsigns with the voice on the DVD, and then again as 
students echo.

 Beginning with "so" vary the notes chosen to make 4 or 5 patterns for 
students to echo.

Varying the Key used in 
the vocal warm-up/song 
exercises different parts of 
the vocal range.

1

2

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

so
do,
do,
mi
so
so
do,

mi
mi
re
re
do
la
re

do,
so
mi
do,
so
mi
mi

re
la
so
re
do'
re
la

mi
do'
la
mi
so
do
mi

so
so
so
do,
so
so
do,

These are the patterns in Solfa 
6, Key D in the warm-up  
recordings and videos.    

do'

la

so

mi

re

do,

F

Key D

A

E

D

B

D

do

re

mi

so

la

do
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Focus on Music WordsFocus on Music Words
Language is most easily learned in context  ---but specialized music words for many students are only 
heard, read or said once a week in school!  January lessons include time to supplement "learning 
through using" with vocabulary drills, repetition and games.  

 A summary vocabulary work page is included in Lesson 19.    Using this same work page again in 
March and May will provide re-enforcement and may also be used for assessment of learning.

Classroom teachers could also include a few music words in weekly spelling lists.

notes

music staff

form

bar lines

bars

chorus

verse

staccato

legato

composer

piano

forte

dynamics

presto

andante

allegro

tempo

timbre

p

f

quickly

stately

lively

speed

softly

loudly

volume

kind of voice
instrument

piano

forte

accent

conductor

repertoire

rhythm

beat

slur

pitch

ostinato

solfa

harmony

music
leader

steady
pulse

list of
songs

long/short
word patterns

2 notes sung
together

up/down
of sounds

word patterns
 
that repeat

do, re, mi's

make
stronger

sound layers

5 lines for
writing music

symbols for
musical sounds

groups of notes
on a staff

line to divide
groups of notes

song words
that change

song words
that repeat

hopping

smoothly

song writer

way music
is built

The back of each flashcard has a memory aid to the word's meaning.    

Focus on Music WordsFocus on Music Words   Day 1 Name, Echo, Read Preparation:   set of 
music word flashcards 
(printed from the pdf 
resources), pocket chart 
empty

Say the BACK/meaning of the music word, then show the music word 
and say it.   Students echo the music word.   Put the card on the pocket 
chart with the music word showing.   Continue through all words.

Point to a card on the pocket chart.   
Read the card with students.        Continue through 

all cards.

Students read the music word.  
Turn the card over.   

Divide the class in half.   As you turn a word card  on the pocket chart 
over,  half the class reads the word then the other half echoes what has 
been read.  

Note:   If the words "slur"(Lesson 16) and "harmony"(Lesson 18) have not been used 
in your classroom, wait to use their word cards until they have been introduced

Word Wall FlashcardsWord Wall Flashcards



Teaching Information Page
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Music Words, Words, Words!

When children are young, they soak up words like sponges.   Studies have shown that this is 
the peak period in human development for language learning.   Using the "music words" 
while teaching will help to solidify their place in your student's vocabulary and ease their 
future learning in music.

audience
band
changing
conductor
create
ending
instrument
introduction
listen
loud
mood

General Vocabulary
Words Used in Music

move
music
orchestra
perform
sing
smooth
soft
sound
strong
unison

Specialized
Music Words
Used While
Teaching

duration
ostinato
dynamics
timbre
phrase
interlude
andante
presto
allegro
solfa

downward
upward

texture/harmony
form
articulation
slur
tie

blues
big band music
jazz

soundscapes

accompaniment

sharp/flat
mezzo

call/response
accent

treble clef

choir
detached
folk song
forte
melody
melody map
percussion
play
protest song
tempo
verse

alphabet
bar
bar line
beat
compose
note
piano
pitch
rest
rhythm
staff
tune

accent
allegro
andante
Blues
dynamics
form
harmony

articulation
canons
flat
partner songs
repeats
rounds
sharp
step, skip, leap
tie
vivace

Introduction of
Music Words

in this curriculum

lullaby
note names
ostinato
presto
slur
solfa
timbre



DYNAMICS(expression)

  piano(softly)

  forte(loudly)

  mezzo(medium)

  double(twice as ...)

  crescendo(getting louder)

  decrescendo(getting softer)

  legato(smoothly)

  staccato(detached)

  articulation(how)

  accent(emphasize)

  mood(emotion, feeling) 

TIMBRE 
  voice
  instrument
  percussion(strike, scrape, rub)

  brass(blow directly, buzz)

  woodwind(blow into a reed)

  strings(pluck, bow, scrape, strum)

  accompaniment
  orchestra(all instruments)

  band
(and other musical
instruments as introduced)
 TEXTURE(layers in music,

           focusing here on vocal)

  melody, tune(notes linked together)

  harmony(notes of different pitches, performed at same time)

  bordun("drone"  "so-mi")

  chord(3 or more notes played together)

  unison(one note sounded at a time)

  canons(a variation of the melody 
                is played some time after the beginning,
                at the same time as the original melody continues)

  rounds(canon where the second playing of the melody 
               exactly repeats the first)

  partner songs(two different songs 
                that may be sung together harmoniously)

DURATION
  beat(pulse, steady)

  rhythm(way words go)

  ostinato(rhythm pattern)

  tempo(speed)

    andante(stately)

    allegro(lively)

    vivace(spritely)

    presto(very quickly)    
slur
 (2 different pitches sung smoothly)

tie(2 notes sung as one total)

GENRE
  folk 
  children's
    lullaby  
  teaching 
  Blues
  jazz
  Big Band
  classical
  rock   rock 'n roll
  protest song
  spirituals
  special occasion
  

PITCH(a conceptualization 

      of the high/lows of sounds)

  melody, tune
  downwards, upwards(direction of pitch)

  solfa(the phonics of singing)

  high, low(as in to the ceiling/floor)
     note:  in music, 
     "higher" does NOT refer to speed or volume!

  sharp, flat(pitch a bit too high/low)

  step, skip, leap(spaces between pitches)

FORM(way music is built)

  call/response(question-answer)

  verse/chorus(different ideas punctuated by a repeated idea)

  phrase(approx one breath's worth of singing,
              like a sentence)

  section(several phrases, like a paragraph)

  introduction
  interlude(short musical passage that connects
                 two different parts of a song)

  ending

MUSIC LITERACY
  staff(5 lines for writing music)

  bar(group of notes on a staff)

  bar line(divides bars)

  notes and rests(tell length of sounds)

  treble clef(or G clef,  higher pitches)

  music alphabet(A B C D E F G A B ...)

conductor
compose
repertoire
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Music Words      (quick reminders)
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        Song:  Gung Hay Fat Choy

Yel - low   o  - range,  red        fill  the      streets     with--           joy.

Dra-gons dan-cing       fi -  re  - works Gung   hay         fat---         choy!

Gung Hay Fat Choy
Canada

2010
Lesley J Clare

Key Dm Pentatonic  first note D, 
a cappella count-in: 1, 2, 1, 2, Yellow ....

Sweep    out     the      bad         luck.         Make        a     new      start.
Hon  -     our               an   -    ces-tors,     fam    -    i   -   ly         too.
Feast      on     the       good       food.          Vi   -    sit       our       friends.

D.C. al Coda

Clean    house.          Pay       debts.            Buy           new---          clothes.
Write     poems,         say       pray’rs,          Tell          stories               new,
New       moon,        flo-wers  bloom,          New         Year    is         here

New Song:  New Song:  Gung Hay Fat Choy

"On our calendar (point to classroom calendar), what 
is the first day of the New Year?  How do we know? 
(It says so.)    How many days are there in a whole 
year? (365 usually)    The world takes a year to go 
around the sun.   Our calendar is made to show the 
first day of the new year as the first day we begin 
another trip around the sun.    It's a solar calendar  
--a sun calendar."

months      days/month        days/year

    12          30, 31, 28             365
    12               28                   336

solar/sun
lunar/moon

Print each piece of the above information in a 
chart  as you talk about it

Lions dance at the front of the New 
Year's Parade, and one dragon 
dances at its end.
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red   = happiness
yellow  = gold
           = prosperity
orange = good 

Chinese New Year
  is  15 days long!

On the 7th day
of the New Year
EVERYONE
turns a year older.

Red envelopes
with cash inside
are given to children.

Post the music.  Read the rhythm names with students (use the count-in 
to set the tempo).  "Some of the ti-ti's have an extra mark near 
them in the music.  What words go with these ti-ti's? (fat,   new)  
"Yes,  good looking.   The mark is called a slur.   When you see a 
slur in the music, it means that even though the word only gets 
one clap,  you sing it smoothly as if it's two claps on different 
pitches.   Look at the word "fat,"  is the second pitch higher or 
lower than the first one?"  (lower)   Repeat for other words under 
slurred notes.   Show the word card and its meaning side.

Teach the song using echoes,   
     e.g.  sing one line at a time for students to echo; 
          then sing two lines for students to echos; 
          and finally sing the whole song.

OR   use the DVD track that leaves space for students to echo.

"Gung Hay Fat Choy"  --Happy New Year in Chinese!   Listen, 
then say it back to me  "Gung hay fat choy."  (students echo).   

"In China, ,  the colour yellow means golden money,  the colour 
orange means good luck,  and the colour "red"  means 
happiness.    "Yel-low, or-ange, red"  (as you say the words, use one 

hand to indicate the way their pitch climbs up one step at a time in the song).   
Make them climb upstairs as you say them  --here we go,  "Yel-
low, or-ange, red."    Excellent."

"Here's a Gung Hay Fat Choy song.   Everytime you hear the 
colours, help them climb upstairs with your hand.   As you listen, 
try to remember some of the special things people do to 
celebrate the holiday."   (Play the song through once.)

"Sometimes I wish I were Chinese, because their calendar is a 
moon calendar.   It takes the moon a month to go around the 
world.     The months in a moon calendar are all the same 
number of days  --28!   because it takes 28 days for the moon to 
go around the world.   So,  12 months (sets of) with 28 days each 
makes 336 days in a moon calendar.    Sometimes moon 
calendar people put some extra days in their year to make it 
match up with the sun calendar  --but it is never exactly the 
same.    That's why Chinese New Year is celebrated at a different 
time from our calendar New Year.   If I were Chinese, then I 
would get to celebrate two New Years!     We are very lucky that 
Chinese people don't mind sharing their New Year, so lots of 
families that don't come from China celebrate with China's New 
Year too."

luna = moon
lunar calendar

=
moon calendar

Congratulate someone on the way they showed the colours going up in 
pitch as they listened to the song.   Collect a few ideas about how to 
celebrate the Chinese New Year.

Sing the song once through.   After its been sung, ask once more:  
"What is the new music word we learned?    What does it mean?”

new

"slur"

2 notes
different
pitches

2 notes
same
pitches

"tie"

"slur"
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R  H  Y  T      H      M

Keep the beat  on your feet

B     E       A      T

Keep the rhythm with the words

R  H  Y  T      H      M

R  H  Y  T      H      M

beat
steady

keeps going
through whole song

most songs have one

You have 1 (point to nose, let children fill in word) to 
smell.  2 (eyes) to see.  10 (toes) to wiggle.  Inside 
your head to think is a (brain).   And in here (lay 

hand over heart) is a heart to beat. 

"Songs don't have noses or toes, but they do have 
a heart, and it beats very much like your heart 
beats, a nice steady beat or pulse.

Review/relearn the mnemonic for beat.

Being able to keep and feel the beat is a basic in social dancing.    The easiest way to "learn" the feel of a beat is to 
attempt to keep it while in the company of other people who are keeping it.   The pulse that goes through a group is 
contagious.

"When I say 'Go' stand up and be ready to echo what I 
say and what I do.   Any questions?   GO!"

Walk in place on the beat while saying each 
line   --- leaving space for students to echo 
words and movement.

1st Time

2nd Time

3rd Time

4th Time

Repeat using a loud (forte) voice.

Repeat using a soft (piano) voice.

Repeat using a faster tempo.

Repeat using a slower tempo.5th Time

From the 3rd time on, vary the beat action but always use the feet 
in some way,   e.g.   tap one toe,  hop,   heel-toe,  etc.

1st Time Clap the words as you say each line  --
leaving space for students to echo words 
and clapping.

2nd Time

3rd Time

4th Time

Repeat using a loud (forte) voice.

Repeat using a soft (piano) voice.

Repeat using a faster tempo.

Repeat using a slower tempo.5th Time

Use the "Keep the Beat" movement track.   Students walk 
freely to the beat while saying the "beat" section.   Students 
stand in place and clap while saying the "rhythm" section.

If your class needs some help maintaining a modicum of order, try this activity using "Follow the Leader" instead of 
free movement.   Three or four separate lines following different leaders is fun.   During the "Rhythm" section, the 
leader goes to the end of the line and a new leader takes over.

Music & Movement/Dance Music & Movement/Dance with “Keep the Beat”

11

22

33

44

55

Beat Section

Rhythm Section

New RepertoireNew Repertoire

Enjoy the Repertoire    Enjoy the Repertoire    Student Choice of Song or Dance

Gung Hay Fat Choy
Keep the Beat
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Focus:       mood, harmony, music vocabulary
JanuaryJanuaryJanuaryJanuary 61 b

Pitch:  Following Hand Signs
          Key of F

Adding Instruments

Song:  Gung Hay Fat Choy   Key F

New Song and Composition
    

Enjoying Repertoire

DanceDance(A)

MusicMusic(C)

Practice and ReviewPractice and Review

Optional IdeasOptional IdeasWarm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/Dance

AA

BB

CC

Lesson

This week’s first lesson explored the lunar 
calendar  --now explore the moon by 
relearning/enjoying  the Gr. 1 song:  Zoom, 
Zoom, Zoom.

Celebrate winter by adding percussion 
instruments to the Gr. 1 song:  C-c-c-c Cold.

Choose one or two dance songs done in the 
first semester and enjoy!

Ha Ha This-A-Way
Shoo Turkey
Turkey in the Straw

Note:  "Give Me Joy" is part of the lesson next week.

With students standing on the mat, do both 
parts of "Keep the Beat/Keep the Rhythm."

Play the accompanying music track.   
Students move around the classroom on the 
Beat section, and stand in place for the 
Rhythm section.

Fossil Frolic
Pass One Window

DD Work Page    Music Literacy

 Apples, Peaches, Pear and Plums

"Gung Hay Fat Choy"  (Leave space for 
students to wish you a Happy New Year.)   
"What special things do people in China 
do to celebrate their New Year? (give 
money, sweep out bad luck, dragon dances)  
Why doesn't Chinese New Year start on 
January 1?  (lunar calendar/moon calendar)

Post the music and sing through the song once 
with the recording.

"What is the name for this music symbol? 
(slur)  What does it tell us to do?"

2 notes
different
pitches

"slur"

Focus on Music Words Name, Echo, Read
Choose part of the activity done in this week's first lesson.

I can do music in Lesson 16 .  My name is _________________________________

c.
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1.  Draw a line from each card
in this column, to its matching
card in the next column.

2.  Now print in the solfa under
each note in this column.

This  old  man   he  plays one
  

Red, or-ange, yel-low, brown
 

 Ted- dy   Bear, Ted- dy   Bear
   

turn      a-     round------.

that       will         do!
               

so

so

so

so           

mi

3.  Now try quietly singing each of the melody cards.

Melody Card Match-Up



Set up the pocket chart for composing 
as shown.  "Today we are going to be 
composers.  We're going to add a 
melody to the words and rhythm.  
The first pitch in each line is "so."  
Put a "so" card above the first "ta."

Ask for ideas for the other notes in the 
first line.  Then try singing it with the 
class.  Invite ideas for changes and try a 
few.  Remind students that musicians 
are always trying new things.   Repeat 
the process for the second line.  Then 
sing the song, speaking the names of 
the months.

"Do you know any skipping rhymes?"   (Give time for students to say the skipping 
rhymes they hopefully know.)   "Here's one for skipping in and out on birthday 
months.   Now we can't skip with a rope here in the classroom,  but when you 
hear your birthday month, stand up.   Ready?"  (Say the rhyme keeping the beat 
steady.   If students are still sitting at the end of the rhyme, ask everyone to sit down 
and try it again.    Then ask students to sit down when they hear their birthday 
month.)

Keep the beat with something loud 
enough to be easily heard  e.g.  hand 
drum,  two spoons.   Teacher says the 
first two lines, students chant the 
months  ---standing with their birthday 
months.

Give a count-in of  "one, two, three, 
four" and everyone says everything.   
The challenge is to keep the months 
being said steadily to the beat.

Birthday Months
England

1750s

Key F  first note so(C)
a cappella count-in:  1,2,3,4,Apples...

Ap-ples, pea-ches, pears and  plums

Tell  me when your  birth-day   comes

January, February, March, April

May, June, July, August

September, October, November, December

so

so

Preparation:   Learn the rhythm for Birthday 
Months by listening to its recording,CD or DVD.

Limiting choices of pitch for composing 
to High Do, So, Mi and Low Do will 
make it easier to sing the composition. so

so

do'

mi

Ap-ples, pea-ches, pears and  plums

so

do,

Tell  me when your  birth-day   comes
When the melody may be sung easily  -
--add some variations to performance 
for fun using the ideas below, or asking 
the class for ideas.

performance:    students say only the name of their birthday month

actions:  a student conductor names the action to be done for birthday months
                  e.g.   jump into circle;    clap hands;     flap arms like a chicken
              and gives the count-in to begin singing

instruments:     add two different percussion instruments
                                 --one for all the ta's (?rhythm sticks),     one for the   ta-a's (?cymbal)
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New Song and CompositionNew Song and Composition
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It's        c -c  -c -c  c  -   c       cold.           It's      c - c - c - c    c  -   c         cold.

Cold,     cold,       cold,                it's      c -  c -  c -  c     c  -   c          cold.

It's C-c-c-c  C-c Cold Canada
2012

LJ Clare

Key C pentatonic
first note G(so)
a cappella count-in:  1and 2 it's...

My n-n-n-n nose is cold.    My n-n-n-n nose is cold.
Cold, cold, cold,   my n-n-n-n nose is cold.

My t-t-t-t toes are cold.  My t-t-t-t toes are cold.
Cold, cold, cold,   my t-t-t-t toes are cold.

It's c-c-c-c c-c cold.   It's c-c-c-c c-c cold.
Cold, cold, cold,  it's c-c-c-c c-c cold.

c. ljc 2010  

cello

c. ljc 2010  

violin
c. ljc 2010  

viola

c. ljc 2010  

double
 bass

st c a o
a c t

o
legat

"When do your teeth  ch-ch-ch-chatter?"   Even if 
students don't remember this song from Gr. 1, its 
melody is easily picked up.   Teach it using the DVD 
if possible as it highlights the use of stringed 
instruments and how they may be made to "chatter" 
by plucking (pizzicato).

For the second playing, give out an assortment of 
percussion instruments and ask students to make 
them chatter in the appropriate places.

Adding InstrumentsAdding Instruments

1.1.

2.2.

Talking About Ideas
Which parts of the song are staccato and which are legato?

Which percussion instruments help the staccato notes sound even more staccato?

Which percussion instruments would not be a good choice for staccato sounds?

spoons

rhythm sticks

guiro

cow bell

tick-tock
  block

shakers
maracas

tambourine

triangle

bells



“Chinese New Year is based on looking at the moon.  What is the word for 
the calendar the Chinese use?  (lunar calendar)  Lunar --moon,  do you 
think anybody has ever walked on the moon?  (enjoy responses).   Today 
we’re going to take a trip in our imaginations.  Use your magic lips to read 
the words as you listen/watch this next song.”  Post the music and listen to the 
mp3,  or watch the mp4.

Explore the written music:   
What happens to the pitch when singing the words "zoom, zoom, zoom?" (it gets higher)   
What does the music say to do after singing the word "moon?" (rest)   
"What happens to the pitch when singing/saying the countdown?" (it stays the same)

Challenge students to come up with  musical ways to emphasize the countdown
     e.g.  actions;     dynamics;     instruments;     voicing.
Decide as a class which countdown method to use   and   try it out with the song!
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Zoom Zoom ZoomKey F, first note do(F)
a cappella count-in: 1 2 1 2 Zoom... North America

arr:  LJ Clare 2012

10    9         8       7          6       5         4      3         2     1        Blast Off!

Zoom, zoom, zoom, we're  go-ing   to the    moon,        All   a-board our roc-ket ship

for  a  real ad-  ven-ture  trip,   Zoom, zoom,  zoom,  we're  go - ing  to  the    moon!

11

22

33

44

Enjoying Repertoire    Enjoying Repertoire    Zoom Zoom Zoom (Can Do Music 1)

New RepertoireNew Repertoire Apples, Peaches, Pears and Plums

from Grade 1    Zoom Zoom Zoom
from Grade 1    It’s C-c-c-c- C-c Cold
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Focus:       mood, harmony, music vocabulary
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Enjoy:   Give Me JoyC1.1song:  The I Don’t Wanna Blues
                       (genre: Blues)
       song:  Nobody Likes Me

element focus:  mood

Warm-Up Song:  Lukey's Boat 
                                   KeyG, first note D(low so)
                                   a cappella count-in:1,2,3,4,1,2,3,O Lukey's ...

1.   Vocal Warm-Up in the Key of G
                 *use the mp4
           or   *glockenspiel and handsigns

2.   Sing the first verse once for fun.

Warm-Up Songs 
need to be familiar 
and  engag ing.    
The focus is on fun 
and using singing 
voices.

O Lukey's boat is painted green, A-ha, me b'ys.
O Lukey's boat is painted green,
The prettiest boat you've ever seen,
A-ha, me riddle i day!
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DanceDance(A)MusicMusic(C)

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1

Focus on Music WordsFocus on Music Words   Day 2 Read, Echo, Remember

Students sit around the edges of the mat, or in a circle.  Each student is 
given one of the music word flashcards.   Go around the circle so that 
each student has a turn at being "leader."

The leader reads the music word.   The class echoes.
The leader reads the back/meaning of the word.   Class echoes.
The leader reads both the music word and its meaning.  Class echoes.

Go around the circle again.   This time the leader reads the 
meaning/back and the class responds with the music word.

Teacher has the word cards.  Remind students how to rhythm count (e.g. 
magic lips say the word/clap the word and show the claps with fingers in 
the air).  Teacher shows each word card and says the word, students 
show rhythm count with fingers in the air.

tempo

speed

staccato

hopping

dynamics

volume
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new

2 notes
different pitches

"slur"

Students have been sitting for a while.    Get them up on their feet for Keep the Beat.
   1st Time:   everyone walks in place for the beat/claps the rhythm
   2nd Time: divide the class in half
                  half of the class does the words;  half the class does the "spelling"
                        e.g.     Keep the beat on your feet    (half the class)
                                  B E A T        (the other half of the class)   and so on

Movement, Beat, Rhythm: Keep the Beat/Keep the Rhythm

"Gung Hay Fat Choy"  (Leave space for students to wish you a Happy New Year.)   
"What special things do people in China do to celebrate their New Year? 
(give money, sweep out bad luck, dragon dances)  Why doesn't Chinese New 
Year start on January 1?  (lunar calendar/moon calendar)

Post the music and sing through the song once with the recording.

"What is the name for this music symbol? (slur)  What does it tell us to do?"

Song, Slur, Culture:  Gung Hay Fat Choy

Before class begins, pull out a few pieces of coloured construction paper including bright 
yellow, blue(bright)), orange, grey-blue, green and red.  Hold these in your hand and fan 
them out to attract children's attention.

"Do you have a favourite colour?  Hands up if its blue, red, etc.  Looking at a 
colour can make you think or remember things.  Looking at a colour can 
also provoke/spark feelings in us.  Look at this paper(bright yellow).  Where 
do you see yellow? (my shirt, paper, sun)  When you see yellow, what do you 
feel? (most people report "happy")  What about this paper(bright blue or green)? 
(calm)   Now look at this paper(grey-blue).  Many people say this colour 
reminds them of being sad or grumpy or lonely.  Can you think of a reason 
why? (its dull,  it doesn't have a lot of colour, its like clouds on a rainy day)  Today's 
song belongs to a group of songs called "The Blues".  Listen so you can tell 
me what the colour "blue" means in this song." 

Sing(without the echos)  or play all 3 verses and choruses of "The I Don't Wanna Blues".

"So what feeling is "blue" in this song?  What is 
the person in the song thinking or feeling?(out of 
sorts, grumpy, unhappy...)  Everybody feels that 
way sometimes.  

What happens in the chorus of the song? (the 
person starts to feel better, it sounds like good 
things...)  What kind of things help you to feel 
better when you're sad?" 

Today I don't have to be happy
Today I don't have to be sad
Just being me is enough for today
and that is all to be said.

Teach the words and tune for the chorus by having students echo each line after you.    
Then do two lines at a time,  and finally the whole chorus.

Practice and ReviewPractice and Review

Mood:  Mood:  New Song   The I Don’t Wanna Blues

11

22
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Just be-ing me is e-nough for to-day   and  that  is   all  to  be   said.

I    don't    wan na  do    this got  the     I     don't wan-na   blues.

 day  I don’t have to be hap-py,     To  -day I don’t have to be sad.

 The I Don’t Wanna Blues

I    don’t  wan-na  wear my socks.       (I   don’t  wan-na wear my socks.) Don’t
I    just  pulled my pup- py’s tail.         (I   just   pulled my  pup py’s tail.)   I
I    don’t  wan-na  go    out-side.        (I   don’t  wan -na   go   out -side.) Don’t

wan -  na  wear   my  shoes.           (Don’t   wan -  na  wear  my  shoes.)
spilled my milk     on   you.              (I       spilled    my milk    on  you.)
wan -  na  stay     in - doors.            (Don’t   wan -  na stay    in - doors.)

And     it’s all      be-cause I’ve got,         (And   it’s  all     be-cause I’ve got)  the
And     it’s all      be-cause I’ve got          (And   it’s all      be-cause I've got)   the
I       don’t wan - na  wear  a   smile.       (I     don’t wan - na  wear  a  smile.) *

I       don’t  wan -  na  blues.        (The        I      don’t wan  -  na  blues.)
I       don’t  wan -  na  blues.        (The        I      don’t wan -   na  blues.)
May -  be    in        a   while.        (  *        May  -  be   in        a   while.)  “Cause”

G

Am

D7

C G

Canada
Lesley J. Clare

c. 1990

Key G, first note mi(B) 
a cappella count-in: 1,2,3,4,I don’t...

Chorus

I   don't  wan- na   do   that  x  but     hear    my good  news!  To-
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"The I Don't Wanna Blues"   ---the word "blues" is right in the title of this song.   
There's a whole kind of music called The Blues.      "Blues" songs often have an 
echo in them.  Why is it good to have echos in a song?"  (Echos mean that not 
everybody has to know all the words to sing the song. )  

The composer's name is Lesley who says that,   "When I was grown-up, I wrote 
this song remembering how I felt sometimes when I was young.   Sometimes I 
still feel "blue"  --but that's okay because then it passes and I feel better 
again.  Singing is one of the things that makes me feel better again."  

"Lesley sings one of the verses in the recording.   Sing the echos and the 
choruses this time, and at the end of the song I’ll ask which verse you think 
Lesley sings."   Play the recording from the mp3 or mp4

        Big fat  juic -y  ones long skin-ny slim-y ones    It-sy   bit-sy teen-y   lit-tle  worms yum yum

Nobody Likes MeKey F, first note: F(do) 
a cappella count-in: 1,2,3,4,Nobody...

No -bod-y likes me       Ev’ry-bod-y  hates me  I’m gon-na go eat some     worms
Down goes the first one, down goes the sec-ond one, down goes the third lit-tle         worm
Up comes the first one,  up comes the sec-ond one, up comes the third lit-tle        worm

CampSong
Canada

1950s

"Sometimes when people feel "blue," they think that nobody likes them.  
Here's another song to sing when feeling "blue," but I don't recommend doing 
what the song says.  Maybe you can tell me why.  Listen."    (Sing:  Nobody Likes 
Me  with feeling and tempo that fit the words.)

"Eating worms,  yuck!   Is that a good idea?   Why "yes" or Why "no?"  (I 
remember singing this song while eating chicken noodle soup which my mother thought was 
disgusting (the singing, not the soup).  You may want to suggest this as an alternative kind of 
time to sing the song.  Children at camp love this song, maybe because camp food is 
sometimes difficult to identify.)

The tune for this song is very easy to pick up  --as are the first two lines of words.  Teach 
it using echoes for each line.  While teaching, continue to model a voice that "fits" the 
song in tempo and mood.  Your choice as to whether or not to include the 3rd verse.

After the class is able to sing the entire song ask:  " What kind of dynamics have we 
been using to sing this song?" (slow or andante tempo, sad voice, piano/forte)

"Excellent echo singing.   Which verse do you think Lesley sang?   Why?"  (Note 
to teachers  --I kind of like that people can't tell who I am from my name.)

Mood cont.:  Mood cont.:  New Song   Nobody Likes Me
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Give Me Joy Canada
folksong

words:  LJ ClareKey D, first note "A"(so)
Count-in: 1,2,3, Give me...

Dance   to - geth -er    Dance   to - geth -er      Dance to-geth-er til the   end   of     day.
Work    to - geth - er,    Work    to - geth -er ...  Work ...
Sing      to - geth -er,     Sing     to - geth -er...   Sing ...
Dream   to- geth -er,    Dream   to- geth -er ...  Dream ...

Dance  to - geth- er    Dance    to - geth - er     Dance     to -geth-er come what may.

reach up to the sky     reach out wide          flap arms like a chicken --------------

reach up to the sky     reach out wide             flap arms like a chicken --------------

chorus

Enough of blues and sad  ---change the pace with "Give Me Joy." 

Try beginning with a circle formation  ---sometimes in a classroom a dancing circle 
may be formed around the desks, instead of trying to squeeze into the space left for 
the mat. 
Instead of keeping the beat with feet,  stamp out the rhythm as you dance to the song's 
verses  i.e.   Give me joy in my feet ...  

During the chorus,  i.e.  Dance together ....   use arms in a set pattern;
 or encourage free movement that features the arms and upper body.

Example of set pattern 
for movement.  Full 
music and movement 
ideas are found in 
September's Lesson 3.

Music Story TimeMusic Story Time

 Ruby Sings the Blues

OR Alexander and The Terrible, Horrible, No-Good, Very Bad Day
 ISBN 0-689-30072-7

OR  Try the sequel:  Alexander, Who Used to Be Rich Last Sunday  by Judith Viorst,  
ISBN 0-590-46896-0

, by Niki Daly (Georgetown Publications Inc.  Toronto, ISBN 0-9735339-6-X 

  Read   by Judith Viorst, 

*a delightful story about a little girl with a big voice, a sax player and a jazz singer

For a change of pace, add a story to music this week!

Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/Dance

New RepertoireNew Repertoire

Enjoy the Repertoire    Enjoy the Repertoire    Student Choice of Song or Dance

The I Don't Wanna Blues
Nobody Likes Me
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Focus:       mood, harmony, music vocabulary
JanuaryJanuaryJanuaryJanuary 71 b

Pitch:  Following Hand Signs
          Key of G

Song:  The I Don’t Wanna Blues, Key G
    (use the mp3, or mp4 to take the lead)

DanceDance(A)

MusicMusic(C)

Practice and ReviewPractice and Review

Optional IdeasOptional IdeasWarm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/Dance

AA

Lesson

Focus on Music Words Read, Echo, Remember
Choose part of the activity done in this week's first lesson.

 "What does the word "blues" mean 
in this song?”

“What word is used in music to 
describe feelings?" (mood)

Ask:  

Move to:
Give Me Joy

or        Keep the Beat

Revisit the “bug” theme from Can Do Music 1.

Song:  Poor Little Bug  (mood)
Dance/Movement and Instruments:
        :  La Cucaracha

Composition:   PocketChart Composing
                           with the Bug Word Set

Enjoy the Latin-American feel to "La 
Cucaracha" as students "Cha Cha Cha' to 
its beat.     Have half the class dance, 
while the other half jams on a variety of 
percussion instruments.

The January focus is on music 
vocabulary.  By this time in Grade 2, 
all students have had opportunities to 
become familiar with names of 
percussion instruments.  Use the 
work page as re-enforcement and/or 
an assessment tool.

Work Page

I can do music in Lesson  17 .  My name is _________________________________
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shakers

hand drum

rhythm sticks

tambourine

guiro

triangle

bells

spoons

finger cymbals

Print the name of each instrument
on the line underneath it.

Percussion
Instruments

Name 2 percussion instruments made of wood.

Name 2 percussion instruments played by tapping.

Name 2 percussion instruments where metal helps to make sound.

Name 2 percussion instruments played by shaking.

cow bell

The second work page here asks the 
same questions with the places for 
the answers changed  ---offered for 
use if needed for practise.

I can do music in Lesson 17 .  My name is _________________________________
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shakers

hand drum

rhythm sticks

tambourine

guiro

triangle

bells

spoons

finger cymbals

Print the name of each instrument
on the line underneath it.

Percussion
Instruments

Name 2 percussion instruments made of wood.

Name 2 percussion instruments played by tapping.

Name 2 percussion instruments where metal helps to make sound.

Name 2 percussion instruments played by shaking.

cow bell
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Mood:Mood:  remembered song:  Poor Little Bug

This simple song will quickly be picked up even if students haven't heard it before.   
Sing it once as an introduction using a sad, slow voice and affect.    Ask:   "What is the 
mood of this song?    How do you know?"  (your face, the tempo, the words)   Put the 
words on the pocket chart and invite students to sing with you.

Have some fun with the song by varying the dynamics and tempo.

Place music word cards on the pocket chart to remind students what kind of choices 
are available.   Have a student conductor come forward,  choose one or two music 
words to describe how to sing the song,  and then lead in the singing using a count-in 
that fits the tempo they have chosen.    Creative students may choose to change 
dynamics part way through the song  ---place the card above where the choice 
begins.

st ccata o

legato

presto

anda ten

l e ra l g o

p

f

Pocket Chart Composing   Pocket Chart Composing   Bug Word Set

 The "Bug Word Card Set" is included in the 
resources under “flashcards”.   Use the 
cards to practice counting rhythms, 
composing and/or conducting.   You may 
want to copy and use some of the materials 
to supplement a science, language arts or 
visual arts unit.  For today, set up the 
pocketchart for composing using either a 
3-beat(3 hearts) or 4-beat(4 hearts) 
measure.   Additional bug songs are found 
in Can Do Music 1, April.

Poor lit - tle   bug  on   the    wall.                No-bo-dy loves it     at    all.

No one   to wash its clothes no one  to  tic - kle its  toes,  poor lit-tle bug on the    wall.

Poor Little Bug Children
North America

arr: ljc 2011

Key D,  first note so(A)
a cappella count-in: 1,2,3,4,Poor...

1.1.

2.2.

3.3.

ladybug

cockroach 

a - phid

caterpillar

butterfly

spider

fly
flies

bee

bees

Bugs,   bugs

green and brown

make me frown

in my town

all a - round

up-side-down

lit-tle

fly

crawl

hop

walk
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Moving with MusicMoving with Music    La Cucaracha

"In Latin America where this song comes from, there's a dance that goes  "Cha 
cha cha!" (Do a little "cha cha cha" movement with hands and feet.)   When I say,  "Go," 
stand up and when the music is playing we'll listen for the places to do the "Cha 
cha cha!"   There are simple, logical places to add three steps for the "cha cha cha."   Help your 
students find them by modelling as the music plays. 

"Cha,  cha, cha  ---What is the mood of this song? (take responses)  Let's try the 
dance again.   This time move your arms and upper body to all the music, but 
only use your feet on the Cha, cha cha!"  

Ask students to find a partner.   Each pair of partners gets one percussion instrument.   
The instruments change hands after each chorus  (listening practice as well as movement 

activity).  Decide when the instruments will be played  e.g.  on the cha cha's;   on the beat,  
free style --students do as they feel.    It's fun to try several methods and debate 
preferences afterwards.

Like many children's songs, La Cucaracha had its origins in political satire.  Verses have been written from the time of  
the Granada War in 1492 to the time of  the Mexican revolution in the early 1900s.  In its most popular form the last 
line may be "una pata para andar" (a leg to walk on),  "la patita principal" (the front leg) or "patas para caminar (legs 
to walk with).    Cockroaches are found all around the world and vary in size from "teeny tiny" to as large as a mouse 
(Afghanistan).    Pixar  transformed the cockroach from being a pest to being a treasured friend in the movie Wall-E.

La     cu - ca -  ra  -  cha______,    la    cu - ca -   ra  -      cha_______,

1.  you are    tee - ny,   ti  - ny       bug.        You  like  to     play   here____,  you   like  to
2.  I  would   like  you quite a        lot,           if   you weren't right here____,    in - side  my
     (ya   no   pue - de  ca- min  -    ar,           por-que   le    fal  -    te_____,   por -que   no    

sway       here___,                          when you  dance up - on   my      rug.
sight       here___,                           and moved to   an -  oth  - er      spot.
tien  -     e______,                              un - a     pa -  ta    para  an  -  dar.)

La CucarachaKey G,  first note D(low so)
a cappella count-in:  1and 2and 3La ...

Spanish
then Mexican

1400s
new words:  LJ Clare

Canada   2012

1.1.

2.2.

3.3.



C3.2    song:  My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean
           culture: Scotland  Robbie Burns Day

Preparation:   For this activity, 
you'll need two sets of music 
cards.  One set with the music 
words.   One set with the 
meanings.

Each student is given ONE flashcard.   When you say "Go" students 
mill around to find the person with the card that matches theirs.   
This is a co-operative activity.   Students are encouraged to help 
each other so that everyone ends up with the correct match.  
When they have found their match, then they come and sit 
together on the edge of the mat.   When all students are sitting on 
the mat and quiet, call  "Time."  and keep track of how long it took.

Go around the "circle."   Each pair of students read their 
flashcards.   

Now, repeat the activity giving students different cards with which 
to work.   Challenge the class to work faster the second time!
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Focus:       mood, harmony, music vocabulary

LessonJanuaryJanuaryJanuaryJanuary 81 a

1.   Vocal Warm-Up in the Key of F
       use the mp4
  or  *glockenspiel and handsigns

2.   Sing the first verse once for fun.
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DanceDance(A)MusicMusic(C)

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1

Focus on Music WordsFocus on Music Words   Day 3 Pair, Share, Say

tempo

speed

staccato

hopping

dynamics

volume

2 Warm-Up Song:  Nobody Likes Me
                                   

After the exercise, ask: 
       "What is the word we use for feelings in music?"  (mood)

Nobody likes me, Ev'rybody hates me,
I'm gonna go eat some worms.
Big fat juicy ones, long skinny slimy ones,
Itsy, bitsy, teeny, little worms,   Yum! Yum!

Body:  Making Faces

Begin with a few simple stretches  e.g.  one arm to the sky, now relax; other arm 
to the sky, now relax.  Remind students that musicians use all of their bodies to 
make music.  Singers need to be able to use many muscles in their faces.   
Stretch the mouth very wide (giggles inevitable).  Relax.  Stretch the mouth from 
the forehead to the chin, dropping the chin down.  Relax.  Make a surprised 
face.  Relax.  Make a happy face.  Relax.  Make a sad face.  Relax.   Wiggle your 
nose like a bunny.  Relax.  Move your eyebrows around.  Relax.

Key F, first note: F(do) 
a cappella count-in:1,2,3,4,No---

*in Lesson 18b   choreography
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Some hae meat and cana eat,
And some wad eat that want it;
But we hae meat, and we can eat,
And sae the Lord be thank it.
       The Selkirk Grace  1793

Auld Lang Syne
often sung on

New Year's Eve,

was written
by

Robbie Burns

,
Oh, my Luve is like a red, red rose,
That's newly sprung in June.
O, my Luve is like the melodie,
That's sweetly played in tune.

Robbie Burns wrote about the ordinary things in life  ---farming, a mouse in the field, love, being poor.  He 
emphasized that a person needs to be measured by who s/he is, not by what s/he has, the family s/he was 
born into or who s/he is married to.  Burns became the "peasant's poet."  His works were quoted often by 
Russian peasants as well as the poor in many countries.

"Many people came to Canada from Scotland. (show on map)  In Scotland there is 
a special day in January that has nothing to do with snow or winter or hockey!   
It's for a man named Robbie Burns.  Can you guess what he did to be so 
famous?  (enjoy the guesses)  He was a poet and a musician.  (read the two short pieces 

following)   His birthday was on January 25, 1759.  January 25 is Robbie Burns 
Day."

"Since we are close to Robbie Burns Day, 
here's a song from Scotland.  While you 
are listening, try to figure out what the 
rule is for when I move my hand."  

Sing or play the mp3/mp4 for "My Bonnie".  Every 
time there is a word that starts with a "B", move your 
hand(fist) in a punching motion    e.g.  My Bonnie 
(punch up to sky and leave hand up there until) my 
Bonnie (now pull hand back down) lies over the sea,  
My Bonnie (punch upwards)  etc.   

Take guesses for the hand-moving rule.

Sing/play the song again, ask students to 
mimic your hand movements while listening.   
(This song is being learned by immersion so it's 
important for students to LISTEN without singing.)

   
Sing/play the song again  ---this time 
everyone sings while doing the hand 
movements.

My Bonnie lies over the ocean
My Bonnie lies over the sea
My Bonnie lies over the ocean
O bring back my Bonnie to me
   Bring back.   Bring back.
   O bring back my Bonnie to me, to me.
   Bring back.   Bring back.
   O bring back my Bonnie to me.

Time to add a little challenge.   Ask students to squat (or if they are in chairs, sit).  Instead of 
simply punching the air with a hand on B's, now students need to alternate 
standing/squatting.   Warn your class that they won't be able to follow you, as you will just be 
watching. (Students really have to focus, and it saves grown-up knees.)

Try it twice.   First time the teacher sings also.   Second time students sing alone.

New Song:  New Song:  My  Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean

O blow the winds o'er the ocean
O blow the winds o'er the sea
O blow the winds o'er the ocean
and bring back my Bonnie to me
   Bring back.  Bring back.
   O bring back my Bonnie to me, to me.
   Bring back.  Bring back.
   O bring back my Bonnie to me.

form:  verse - chorus
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My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean
Key A, first note "E"(mi)
a cappella count-in:  1,2,3,4,5,My ...

Scotland
folksong

My   Bon-nie lies o-ver the    o-cean__. My   Bon-nie lies  o -ver  the    sea__.  My

Bon-nie lies o-ver the       o-cean___.   O bring back my Bon-nie to     me______.

Bring      back.       Bring    back.    O  bring back my Bon-nie to     me,    to  me.

Bring     back.       Bring    back.    O  bring back my Bon-nie  to      me______.

We don't really know if "Bonnie" is a woman or a man!
Maybe "Bonnie"'s husband has emmigrated to Canada, and she is still in Scotland.  Or maybe Bonnie and her 
family have emmigrated to Canada, and her boyfriend back in Scotland is missing her.  Or maybe the "Bonnie" is 
talking about a prince from Scotland named Charlie.  Scotland and England were fighting and Charlie had to 
leave Scotland.  He was called the "Bonnie Prince Charlie".  What do you think?

In Scotland,  if something is "good", sometimes its called "bonnie".  The word comes from the French "bon" for 
"good".  Kings in Scotland often married women from France.  The new queens came with their French ladies in 
waiting who often also married in their new country.  Even though the women became Scottish, they brought 
their language to their new homes.  "Bonnie" also became a common girl's name.

Focus on Music Words:Focus on Music Words:  Work Page   

Time to find out how individual students are doing with the 
music vocabulary.    Encourage students to do the work page 
on their own.   The results will help you decide whether you 
need to continue doing the "Word Game"(see next lesson) 
regularly over the coming weeks for further student learning   
OR  if it may be used occasionally simply for fun and 
reinforcement.  (A second version of this same work page is given 
in Lesson 19b.)

New RepertoireNew Repertoire

My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean

I can do music in Lesson  18 .  My name is _________________________________
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Print 4 words that describe the speed of music.

Print 3 words that you see on every page of written music.

Use a line to
match each word below 

with its meaning.

Print the music word beside its meaning.

beat

rhythm

harmony

tempo

dynamics

music staff

notes

bars

presto

allegro

andante

tempo

forte

piano

staccato

legato

make
stronger

speed

volume

music
leader

word patterns
 that repeat

steady
pulse

long/short

word patterns

sound layers

hopping

smoothly

loudly

softly

Version 1
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Focus:       mood, harmony, music vocabulary
JanuaryJanuaryJanuaryJanuary 81 b

choreographing:  Give Me Joy

Body:  Stretches
Pitch:  Sing Shape Cards

Adding Instruments

Catch-Up Time
    *use songs/ideas missed
      from Lessons 16, 17 and 18a

Enjoying the Repertoire

DanceDance(A)

MusicMusic(C)

Practice and ReviewPractice and Review

Optional IdeasOptional Ideas

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/Dance

AA

BB

Lesson

"Who was Robbie Burns?
      (poet/songwriter from Scotland)
"When is his birthday?"  
      (January 25)

Focus on Music Words Pair, Share, Say
Choose part of the activity done in this week's first lesson.

Song:  My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean

Sing the song once with the mp3 or 
mp4 to nudge memories.

Sing the song without using a 
recording.

Sing the song adding the sky punching 
on every word beginning with a “b”.

Begin with a few questions to challenge 
student memories of songs learned this 
year.

e.g.  Name 2 songs about animals.
        Name a song that starts with “T”.
        Name a happy song.
        Name a sad song.
        
Give out student music books.

“I’m going to count backwards from 
20, when I get to zero, put your hand 
up if you’ve found a song you’d like 
us all to sing.”

Have some fun with the songs chosen.  
If instruments were added when 
teaching it, take the time today to play 
the instruments again.  If movement 
was included, include it again.  For at 
least one song, focus on “performance” 
points.   If most of the songs are simply 
sung, vary student posture  e.g. 
standing, sitting, moving to the beat.

Choreograph:  Give Me Joy

This song was introduced in 
September and used to practice the 
difference between beat and rhythm.  
Students patted their knees(or other 
beat keeping movement) during the 
verses and stamped their feet to the 
rhythm (the pattern of the words) 
during the choruses.

This “Second Lesson” activity gives 
students an opportunity to create 
dance steps for the song.  See the next 
t w o  p a g e s  f o r  i d e a s  r e  
choreographing.
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Review a few basic dance steps:

Side,             Together,     Back,         Together

Side,             Together,       Side,          Hop

2x 2x
Two Taps, Together,   Two Taps,    Together

Walk,         Walk,             Walk  'n      Clap

1 &      2 &        3 &      4 &

I find it helps me, as much as the students, to place reminders for the dance 
steps on the pocket chart while reviewing or creating dance phrases.   

Review the 4 basic dance step patterns.
Always give a count-in to set the beat

*say the words and demonstrate
*students say the words while teacher models
*students and teacher say the words and move
*students say the words and move
*students move

Give a count-in then do each step pattern twice, 
move on to the next pattern and so on.

The music tracks have distinct introductions.   Compare 
this to a pose/stance taken at the beginning of a dance.    
What would make a good pose to show that students are 
ready to review dance steps?  (e.g. standing straight, feet a 
little apart, head high, shoulders relaxed, arms hanging loosly 
but kept still)

Ask class to take the beginning pose, then, using the 
music for "Give Me Joy," practice the four basic step 
patterns.

Music & Movement/Dance  Music & Movement/Dance  Choreographing Dance Steps

AA

BB Explore the form of the dance music.

CC Create and test several ideas for moving.

Form sets out parts of the music that are repeated.  It's a simple way to 
define where to begin or repeat dance steps.

Give Me Joy     is     verse   -    chorus.
Time Signature is  4/4 which means 4 beats in a bar.

Suggestion:   Have the class work together deciding 
dance steps to use during the chorus.

Sing the chorus using the words counting out the beat.

Dance together, dance together, dance together ‘til the end of day

Dance together, dance together, dance together come what may

one 2 &   3  4   one 2  &  3  4   one  2 &   3  &   4  &   one 2   3  4

one 2 &   3  4   one 2  &  3  4   one  2 &   3  &   4       &      one  2  3  4

Sing the chorus once with students.
Challenge students to experiment with ideas for movement/steps.
Try out a few ideas from students with the whole class.
Engage the class in choosing dance steps   and   

DD DANCE!

optional
Invite students to sing with you using the counting words.

OROR



I started by looking at the form of the song:  4 verses 
with 4 lines each;  4 choruses with 4 lines each.   To 
provide a bit of variety  AND  to help with 
remembering the words in the verses  --I decided to 
give each verse its own "special" version of dance but 
to keep the steps in the choruses always the same so 
that the dance doesn't become too complicated.  (If I 
was working with a "young" Grade 2 class, I probably 
would have just one set of moves for the verses as well.)

Since for me, signing has a dance like quality, I 
decide to incorporate signs into the movement in the 
verses.   Signs for joy, love, peace and hope were 
introduced in December, Lesson 14B.   I look for the 
new signs on the internet  --dancing, working, 
singing, dreaming.    I add a simple foot movement 
to the verses  i.e.  "side, together, back, together."

Everyone choreographs a song in the way that fits them best.   Sometimes it 

starts with the words, sometimes with the accompaniment,  sometimes with 

thinking, sometimes with just trying things out to the music.   I'm going to dance 

you through just one way of choreographing "Give Me Joy." 

Side,             Together,     Back,         Together

Give me joy in my feet, keep me dancing

Give me joy in my feet all day

Give me joy in my feet, keep me dancing

Keep me dancing for a brand new day

sign                                 sign

sign                    hands together, reach up

sign                                 sign

sign             

Give me    joy    in my     feet keep me  dancing_____    X     Give me

1        2         3        4        1        2         3       4         1        2        3        4

side    tgthr   back  tgthr    side   tgthr   back   tgthr
Verses

I'm going to teach the dance moves for the verse first.

Teaching Information Page
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verse:  joy feet dancing
    chorus  -  dance

verse:  love hands  working
    chorus  -  work

verse:   peace smile singing
    chorus  -  sing

verse:  hope heart dreaming
    chorus  -  dream

Form



touch forehead with a straight pointer 
finger, lift hand away and up from head, 
bending and straightening the finger twice

variation:  touch lips with two fingers, move 
hand away and up bending and 
straightening fingers

both hands closed and facing down, tap 
the dominent hand down onto the wrist of 
the other hand at least twice

left hand, palm up out flat,  right finger one 
adn two glide across the palm and then 
back

dancing

Sign language is an activity.  To see the signs being made try http://www.handspeak.com and then 
click on the ASL dictionary.  The video clips are clear and easy to see.

ASL(American Sign Language)

love

joy

thumbs up, right hand higher, both hands 
make a scoop into the body and then up 
while smiling

hope
cross fingers as if for luck on both hands, 
hold them at shoulder height and then 
move both forward a bit

peace

make the peace sign with both hands, hold 
a shoulder height then move hands 
outward slightly and forward

both hands crossed at wrists over heart
nb: sometimes the word for "love" is held up
   (one hand, thumb and baby finger 

If this is an introduction to sign language, explain that people who are deaf often enjoy music.   
They use their bodies to feel the vibrations and their hearts/minds to feel a part of a community 
making music.

Sign Language and Music

Seeing sign language spoken/sung is like watching a communicative dance.

working

singing

dreaming

Teaching Information Page
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Dance together,   dance together,

Dance together for a brand new day

Dance together,   dance together,

Dance together come what may!

1. dance
2. work
3. sing
4. dream

ChorusesSince I'm going to choreograph the choruses 
with the class, I print out one generic chorus to 
help us focus.

Sing the whole chorus once.
Give students a few minutes to try out steps to the various lines  --they may want to use the 
ones already practised at the beginning of this lesson segment, or invent their own. 
Choose a few students to demonstrate their steps.

Involve the class in deciding how to dance the chorus. 
Practice dancing/singing the chorus.

Put the whole song together and dance/sing it with the mp3/mp4.

1

2

3

4

5

6

I begin by drawing class attention to the form of 
the chorus.  "Which lines are exactly the 
same?"   (one and three)  "Since Line One 
and Three are the same, we might choose 
to do the same dance moves for them."

Then, I guide the class through choreographing the chorus and dancing the song.
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Focus:       mood, harmony, music vocabulary

LessonJanuaryJanuaryJanuaryJanuary 91 a
DanceDance(A)MusicMusic(C)

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1

Focus on Music WordsFocus on Music Words   Day 4 Word-Card Game
tempo

speed

staccato

hopping

dynamics

volume

A3.2 identify reasons why people dance
            in daily life
A3.1 describe a variety of world dances
             "Scottish Country Dancing"

C   element focus:   harmony   --bordon
     element focus:   timbre      --bagpipes
C3.2    song:  Hockey Hockey

Body:  Stretches

Before the class gathers, put the word cards in the pocket chart, music 
word hidden (meaning facing out).  "Today we're going to have a 
contest.  If you can tell me the music word that goes with one of 
these cards, then the class gets a point.  If you miss, then I get a 
point.  However, if you miss and anyone in the class groans or 
complains, then I get two points!   Ready?  ..."

Name a student who chooses a card, reads it, and says the matching 
word.  If the match is made correctly, then the card is turned over.  Once 
all the cards have been turned over, the game may continue by reading 
the music word and saying the matching idea(harder).

Game may also be played by simply holding the flashcards and going 
through them one by one.

ar tio s  t  

V ia n  on hisg e r f
am  a e ound n N v

i
o ember's L sso  1

e n 1 .

Hockey needs no introduction to Canadian 
students.   It's an instant attention grabber!

Over the next few weeks  ---hockey words and 
ideas will accumulate in music class leading to a 
composition project the last week of February.

If you have access to picture books, fiction or non-
fiction about hockey, add them to your classroom 
library and storytime.

This would be the perfect time to devote a spelling 
lesson week  to hockey vocabulary.

Enjoy!
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Don’t you wish you  ne - ver had    an-y-thing else to      do,   BUT!

Hockey, HockeyKey A, first note E(low so)
a cappella count-in: 123,456,Hockey...
                           or   1,    2,  Hockey...

Hock -ey         Hock - ey,       play-ing  at   the    rink____. When

Canada
2010

words:Lesley J Clare

Face   -  off,         skat -   ing,          ic  - ing, check-ing   too.

days  are hot when  days are cold,     play-ing  at   the     rink.

(one arm is hockey stick                 (draw a square with both hands)
other arm holds it as it moves)

(fan face with hand)    (hold arms & shake) (draw a square with both hands)

(touch face)           (skate with hands)  (make hockey stick shooting motion)

(use one hand/finger to motion “no”)                                          

 (hands 
go up 
in air)

Begin by warming up voices by pitch matching 
in the Key of A.   Then, when you have student 
attention, simply launch into singing "Hockey 
Hockey" with actions.  (Practising ahead of time 
will make this easier.)  

la

so

mi

do

Key A
F#

E

C#

A

Your glockenspiel probably 
doesn't have a C#.   Play 
the "so"(E) and then the 
"do"(A) to help you find the 
notes.

Now, turn the song into a "game".  Each time the song is sung, part of it is "left out."  
Students need to sing the missing parts in their minds so that they can join in at the correct 
time.   You may want to use the mp3/mp4  for the game  --the accompaniment is fun.

"If you have ever seen a hockey game  --hands up.
If you play hockey  --hands up.
If you know someone who plays hockey  --hands up.

There are some special "hockey" words in this song.  Try the actions with me as 
you listen for the special hockey words."

"What were the special hockey words?"  (explain them as they are named)
     rink    --place where hockey is played
     face-off   --how a hockey game begins
     icing  --when the hockey puck gets too far ahead of the players
     checking   --when one player tries to stop another player from hitting the puck

Teach the song by having students echo each phrase  --use the divisions marked on the 

New Song:  New Song:  Hockey, Hockey



Hockey, hockey,
playing at the rink
when days are hot when days are cold,
playing at the rink
face off, skating
icing, checking too
Don’t you wish you never had anythying else to do
but

 
playing at the rink
when days are hot when days are cold,
playing at the rink
face off, skating
icing, checking too
Don’t you wish you never had anythying else to do
but

 
icing, checking too
Don’t you wish you never had anythying else to do
but

 
Don’t you wish you never had anythying else to do
but

 
playing at the rink
face off, skating
icing, checking too
Don’t you wish you never had anythying else to do
but

 
face off, skating
icing, checking too
Don’t you wish you never had anythying else to do
but

 
when days are hot when days are cold,
playing at the rink
face off, skating
icing, checking too
Don’t you wish you never had anythying else to do
but

 
but

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Moving, Harmony and Music   Moving, Harmony and Music   My Bonnie lies over the ocean,
My Bonnie lies over the sea,
My Bonnie lies over the ocean,
O bring back my Bonnie to me.
     Bring back,  bring back,
     O bring back my Bonnie to me,  to me
     Bring back,  bring back,
     O bring back my Bonnie to me,  to me

Song:   My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean

1.     sing and punch the air on every "B"
2.     sing and stand/squat for every "B"

Key A,  first note E(mi)
a cappella count-in: 1,2,3,4,5,My --

Watch, sing along with the mp4 for My Bonnie.
Watching Challenge:   

**remember 5 things about Scotland

Explore the "things about Scotland" students 
remember.      bagpipes, sheep, mountains, 
                      plaids/tartans, kilts(men's skirts), etc.
Use the “bagpipe pieces” to put a bagpipe together as 
explaining how the sound is produced.

Bagpipes:  musical instrument played by blowing 
into a pipe with a reed, the air goes directly into a bag.  
The bag is pressed to push the air out through the 
drones (provide single, one-pitch notes each) and the 
chanter (fingered to vary the pitch).   Although 
commonly thought of as Scottish, forms of bagpipes 
are found around the world including Chile, Greece, 
India and Sweden. 

blowpipe

chanter

drones

bag

chord

“Drone” in music refers to a sound that is sustained 
throughout much of a song.   The simplest drone to 
use in a song is "do"  --the name of the song key.    If 
there are two instruments, or two drones then try 
adding "so."     

11

22

33

44

55

 Since there likely are no bagpipes in your classroom,  
pretend the glockenspiel or keyboard are bagpipes 
and can only play one note (A and/or E) all the way 
through "My Bonnie."   Play the note/notes every time 
a “B word” is sung  (you’ve been practicing by 
punching the sky). 

Now, choose 4 or 5 students to be the drones.  They stand with the person playing the glockenspiel 
and sing “drone” on an A with the glockenspiel.  Try it once, then add 4 students singing on the E as 
well.
After singing:  “When voices sing notes that are not the melody in a song, its called singing 
harmony.  Harmony is made of notes are add layers to the pitches in a song.   Students 
singing the “drone” were singing harmony.  Well done!”

harmony
o n lay s

s u d er

Note:  the second lesson for this week includes an introduction to Scottish Country Dancing,  if you 
have only one music period a week, it may be possible to squeeze it into this lesson.

Enjoy the Repertoire    Enjoy the Repertoire    Student Choice of Song or Dance

New RepertoireNew Repertoire
 Hockey, Hockey
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Focus:       mood, harmony, music vocabulary
JanuaryJanuaryJanuaryJanuary 91 b

DanceDance(A)

MusicMusic(C)

Practice and ReviewPractice and ReviewWarm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/Dance

Lesson

Focus on Music Words Word-Card Game
Repeat the game from this week’s first lesson.

Song:  Hockey, Hockey
           Key A, first note E(low mi)
             a cappella count-in:  123,456,Hockey...
                          or                1,    2,    Hockey...

do'

la

so

mi

re

do,

F#

A

C#

B

A

E

Key A

Focus:  The Listening Game

Rhythm:  Echo Rhythm Patterns

1

2

Scottish Country Dancing
Moving to a Count of 3

Play the music  for Scottish Country Dancing and encourage students to move in patterns of three.  
(Don’t be concerned about what pattern is used, simply moving to the music in a “three” is 
sufficient.)   

Bagpipes were often used to accompany dancing.   Their penetrating sound 
could be heard no matter how many people were gathered.  

Show the video of people Scottish Country Dancing.  
Watching challenge:

Be ready to tell something about this kind of dance  
                 e.g.  step used, clothing worn, partners or no, etc.

Begin by singing  “My Bonnie”.
Challenge students to name 3 things from Scottish culture.
Hold up a picture of a bagpipe and ask students to explain how the sound is 
produced, using correct names for the parts of the bagpipe.

11

22

33

44

55

66

Gather student ideas about the dance seen.

Explain that Scottish Country Dancing is done in One, 2, 3 patterns (as is the 
waltz or polka).  Play a bit of the mp3 for dancing, showing the “3” pattern 
with your hands on knees  (count:  One, 2, 3   Two, 2, 3  Three, 2, 3   Four, 2, 
3).  Invite students to use their hands in the counting pattern while saying the 
count out loud.

If time, energy and interest allow model the “skip change of step” which is the basic 
traveling step for all Scottish Country Dancing.  Play the music for students to either 
attempt the traveling step, or, simply move again to the music in a pattern of three.

step with R foot,  bring L foot together with R,  step with R, bring L foot up and past R foot and through
step with L foot,  bring R foot together with L,  step with L, bring R foot up and past L foot and through

Skip Change of Step:   
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Optional IdeasOptional Ideas

 Work Page Work Page

OROR

Last week’s work page on 
music vocabulary will have 
given an overview on how 
individual students are 
fairing re familiarity with 
specialized music words.

If needed, today use the 
same work page as 
practice using the music 
words.

“Assemble a bagpipe”  the 
page for this week gives 
the individual parts of a 
bagpipe to be cut out and 
pasted together.  Once 
pasted, have students add 
the names to each part.

I can do music in Lesson  18 .  My name is _________________________________
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Print 4 words that describe the speed of music.

Print 3 words that you see on every page of written music.

Use a line to
match each word below 

with its meaning.

Print the music word beside its meaning.

beat

rhythm

harmony

tempo

dynamics

music staff

notes

bars

presto

allegro

andante

tempo

forte

piano

staccato

legato

make
stronger

speed

volume

music
leader

word patterns
 that repeat

steady
pulse

long/short

word patterns

sound layers

hopping smoothly

loudly softly

Version 2

I can do music in Lesson 16 .  My name is _________________________________
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blowpipe

chanter

drones

bag

chord
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